STATEWIDE AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE CALIFORNIA CORRECTIONAL PEACE OFFICERS ASSOCIATION (CCPOA) AND THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA, CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS AND REHABILITATION (CDCR), DIVISION OF ADULT INSTITUTIONS (DAI), TRANSITION TO NON-DESIGNATED ENHANCED OUTPATIENT PROGRAM (EOP) AND INPATIENT TREATMENT SERVICES (CDCR Log #17-178-0)

This Agreement represents the full and complete understanding reached by and between the parties at the conclusion of the Meet and Confer negotiations on June 12, 2019, regarding the CDCR, DAI, transition to Non-Designated EOP and Inpatient Treatment Services. This Agreement becomes an addendum to the current State Bargaining Unit 6 Memorandum of Understanding, in effect from July 3, 2020, through July 2, 2022, Article 27, Section 27.01.

- The parties agree that all non-designated EOP inmate/patients shall be housed together. However, if a level of care change occurs, they may remain housed within EOP pending transfer.
- Upon request from the local CCPOA Chapter President at an institution with EOP Housing Units, a copy of a Daily Briefing Report (DBR) that includes EOP incidents will be provided.
- The parties agree that when an EOP/GP is housed outside of an EOP housing unit in a GP or SNY, they will be considered and counted as "true overflow".
- The local CCPOA Chapter President will be notified 24 hours in advance of the quarterly partnership roundtable trainings where EOP program is discussed and may attend at their discretion.
- Upon request from the local Chapter President, institutions will meet locally within 90 days of this signed agreement to discuss the following:
  - Compliance with emergency count procedures in accordance with departmental policy.
  - Local alarm response plans for EOP Housing Units, EOP program areas, etc.
- The parties agree to re-open this table within 90 days of signed agreement to address any unforeseen workload issues that arise and cannot be resolved locally
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